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Abstract
Many energy-related investments are made without a clear ﬁnancial understanding of their values, risks, and volatilities. In the
face of this uncertainty, the investor—such as a building owner or an energy service company—will often choose to implement only
the most certain and thus limited energy-efﬁciency measures. Conversely, commodities traders and other sophisticated investors
accustomed to evaluating investments on a value, risk, and volatility basis often overlook energy-efﬁciency investments because risk
and volatility information are not provided. Fortunately, energy-efﬁciency investments easily lend themselves to such analysis using
tools similar to those applied to supply side risk management. Accurate and robust analysis demands a high level of understanding
of the physical aspects of energy-efﬁciency, which enables the translation of physical performance data into the language of
investment. With a risk management analysis framework in place, the two groups—energy-efﬁciency experts and investment
decision-makers—can exchange the information they need to expand investment in demand-side energy projects. In this article, we
ﬁrst present the case for ﬁnancial risk analysis in energy efﬁciency in the buildings sector. We then describe techniques and examples
of how to identify, quantify, and manage risk. Finally, we describe emerging market-based opportunities in risk management for
energy efﬁciency.
Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. The case for risk management in energy efﬁciency
The enormous potential for energy savings is well
established, as is the fact that the goal has proven elusive
in part due to the challenge of attracting sufﬁcient
interest from the investment community (Moomaw et
al., 2001). While historical efforts have been consider$
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able, progress has slowed due in part to a lack of ‘ﬁt’
with established ﬁnancial decision-making and riskassessment frameworks. Energy managers and investment decision-makers simply do not speak the same
language. As an indication of the disconnect, over the
past 15 years the so-called ‘Energy Services’ industry has
managed to implement only a small fraction of the
available energy-efﬁciency investments in buildings and
industry, even in North America where it is relatively
well established. Many high-yield investments remain,
yet growth in the energy-efﬁciency services is slowing
(Goldman et al., 2002).
The situation traces in part from the fact that energy
management is considered primarily a physical necessity
(or luxury), not a ﬁnancial opportunity. While highly
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skilled at designing physical systems, energy engineers
are often frustrated to see their proposed energy
productivity improvements go overlooked by Chief
Financial Ofﬁcers and investment analysts. By working
together to develop a methodology and language for
valuing energy projects alongside other investments,
both parties (energy managers and investment decisionmakers) can ensure that the gap is closed.
Energy-efﬁciency experts, as scientists and engineers,
tend to avoid or devalue metrics that show evidence of
uncertainty. To them, risk management means ﬁnding
engineering solutions that eliminate risk. They see the
uncertainties of energy savings projects strictly as
liabilities. Rather than attempt to quantify these
uncertainties, thereby enabling risk management, energy
performance contractors favour stipulating (rather than
measuring and verifying) the potential energy savings.
The stipulated savings are often discounted to reﬂect the
potential downsides, with no credit for potential upsides. Finance traders and traditional investment analysts, however, see risk management as a set of tools for
comparing investments on the basis of value, risk, and
volatility. One example of this is Enterprise Risk
Management as deﬁned by the Casualty Actuarial
Society (2001): The discipline by which organisations
assess, control, exploit, finance and monitor risk from all
sources for the purpose of increasing the organisation’s
short- and long-term value to its stakeholders. In this
framework, risk is not simply a potential liability; it is
also a potential opportunity.
The attitude that uncertainty should be avoided
rather than quantiﬁed limits the perceived opportunities
for energy-efﬁciency measures. In the United States,
many energy performance contractors have been unwilling to provide 100% savings guarantees because of
concerns about future volatilities that could adversely
affect their savings predictions.1 In addition, their
customers rarely understand the associated uncertainties
and are thus unequipped to value the premium
requested by energy performance contractors for guaranteeing energy savings.
Speciﬁc factors adversely affecting the establishment
of guaranteed savings include:






Inadequate time or methodology to establish an
accurate volumetric consumption baseline.
Inability to monitor behavioural changes that could
result in greater consumption of energy when new
equipment is installed.
Inability to monitor and mitigate actions that could
decrease asset efﬁciency, such as poor maintenance.
Volatility in future energy rates, currency exchange
rates, interest rates, etc.

1
Of 15 energy service companies providing information in the
Goldman et al. (2002) study, seven guaranty 100% of the savings, six
guaranty 50–100%, and two guaranty less than 50%.
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When estimates of energy savings potential are lowered,
the anticipated proﬁtability of some energy savings
projects can be reduced to the point that their
investment potential is no longer attractive to the enduser or policymaker. Such projects might devolve into
simple equipment leases (a trend visible today) and
stipulated (rather than measured) energy savings.
Performance veriﬁcation—an important source of value,
risk, and volatility data—is subsequently removed from
energy-efﬁciency project plans. Meanwhile, perceived
risk forces lenders to increase the cost of borrowing,
which in turn erodes the intrinsic cost-effectiveness of
energy-efﬁciency projects and lowers the overall level of
available ﬁnancial resources.
To shift to a more sophisticated, ﬁnancially astute risk
management paradigm, the performance contracting
industry, in collaboration with the public sector or other
neutral and credible entities, must build a risk framework to address:





Project intrinsic volatilities—those energy consumption elements directly affected by changes within the
facility, which are measurable, veriﬁable, and controllable. This includes the energy volume risk
(quantitative changes in energy use), asset performance risk, and energy baseline uncertainty risk.
Project extrinsic volatilities—those energy consumption risks that are outside the facility, and hedgeable.
These include energy price risk, labour cost risk,
interest rate risk, and currency risk (for cross-border
projects).

As the data within this framework becomes robust, it
will evolve into the equivalent of the insurance
industry’s actuarial tables for the considered measures
against speciﬁc conditions that materially impact savings.
Reaching this stage of maturity requires industry
standardisation and public and private efforts to
identify and compile data on both the aforementioned
intrinsic and extrinsic volatilities and on energy surveys,
measurement, and veriﬁcation. When values, risks and
volatilities of efﬁciency measures are understood, they
can be evaluated alongside other ﬁnancial investment
options and thereby have a greater chance of acceptance
by a wider audience.
Consider, for example, how managing volatility on
the supply side has evolved. During what in retrospect
seem like simpler times, the revolution of on-line trading
in the wholesale power markets allowed market
participants to effectively manage their exposure to
energy commodity price volatility. While originally
considered unworkable, the commoditisation of energy
supply quickly grew to become a multi-billion-dollar
business. Energy transactions could, it was thought, ﬁnd
their place in the world of structured ﬁnance in which
investments and projected cash ﬂows are bundled and
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sold in large packages like other ﬁnancial derivatives.
New terms of art emerged, such as: weather derivatives,
emissions trading, physical hedges, and viewing saved
energy as ‘negawatts’.
Recent chaos in the Western US power market, the
collapse of Enron, and solvency crises among some of
the nation’s largest energy utilities have brought
increased attention to risk management and accounting
practices in the energy sector, and have highlighted the
vulnerability of the larger economy to volatility in the
energy arena. The roots of this volatility are both
ﬁnancial and physical. For example, rough estimates
place the costs of electric power disruptions in the
United States alone as high as $100 billion per year.
Whatever the exact value, the costs are clearly signiﬁcant (Eto et al., 2001).
While seemingly well insulated from such concerns,
energy-efﬁciency projects and the ﬁrms that purvey them
have also become the object of scrutiny and scepticism,
and the efﬁciency community is largely unprepared to
cope with this. While energy savings estimates are often
heroic, the risks are typically relegated to qualitative
descriptions or anecdotal footnotes, at best. Fig. 1
illustrates a conceptual risk-return chart for various
investments—the kind of chart that is elemental to any
investment decision-maker. The absence of information
on risk-return (represented by the zero x-axis value for
energy efﬁciency in the diagram) makes it virtually
impossible for most investors to seriously consider
energy efﬁciency in the context of a risk-return framework such as that illustrated in the ﬁgure.

The Incomplete Portrayal of Energy
Efficiency Risk-Return

Return

Implicit portrayal of risk
versus return for energy
efficiency projects, properly
acknowledging high return but
disregarding risk factors

Traditional investments,
weighing both risk and
return

Risk

Fig. 1. The ‘risk-return’ view applied to most investments is rarely
considered when valuing potential energy-efﬁciency investments.

1.1. Diverse audiences with a common need
There are four distinct constituencies for this new
shared perspective on risk management: the ﬁnancial
services sector, in-house operations management,
owners of energy-using facilities, and energy policy
makers. We discuss each of these audiences in more
detail below.
The ﬁrst audience—the ﬁnancial services sector—
includes lenders, ﬁnancial risk managers, and insurance
companies. Their involvement in the energy services
marketplace is very limited at present. The longdiscussed but as yet unrealised prospect for the
‘securitisation’ of energy efﬁciency investments (Kats
et al., 1996)—i.e. bundling many individual projects and
their projected future cash-ﬂows into portfolios that can
be sold and traded in the ﬁnancial marketplace as
securities—clearly requires new methods of evaluating
and managing the associated risks. Similarly, risk
assessment and management methods are needed to
provide the conﬁdence necessary for the proper functioning of carbon emissions trading systems. Far more
exotic things than energy efﬁciency have been securitised, including David Bowie’s royalties and Italian
tomato crops (Timmons, 2002). Abuses of securitisation, and the ﬁnancial aftershocks have made it more
challenging to apply this attractive strategy to energy
efﬁciency, however.
The second audience includes in-house senior operations management as well as those in the energy
services industry currently offering customer-oriented
demand management products, but ﬁnding themselves
with stagnant or diminishing markets on the one
hand and increasing accounting scrutiny on the
other. With increased interest in measurement and
veriﬁcation (‘M&V’), and insufﬁcient resources to
‘measure everything’, there emerges a clear need to
prioritise and rank the options. Clearly, some measures
merit measurement more so than others, depending on
the actual uncertainties and the level of risk acceptable
to the customer.
The third audience is far broader, including virtually
any owner/operator of energy-using facilities, especially
those with a portfolio of holdings. This audience stands
to beneﬁt from the concepts presented here by helping
them place prospective energy-efﬁciency investments on
an equal footing with other investment opportunities.
The fourth audience includes a host of energy
policymakers and policy advisers—from the local to
the national and international levels—who are keenly
aware that energy savings projects often under-perform
and that the ultimately envisioned market penetration
has remained an elusive goal. A leading example of
advanced work in this arena is in the inclusion of
uncertainty analysis in appliance standards work,
discussed in more depth below.
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In the remainder of this article, we offer a means of
unifying the ‘physical’ and the ‘ﬁnancial’ by presenting a
practical language for bridging the two worlds. We
argue that the risks associated with energy-efﬁciency
investments cannot only be managed, but can be turned
into opportunities. We outline the business logic and a
conceptual framework for identifying, quantifying, and
managing these risks in Sections 2–4, respectively. In
Section 5 we discuss emerging business models and
public–private initiatives for capturing the considerable
untapped value. We draw our examples from the
buildings sector, although the perspective can be
extended to other sectors. While this article focuses on
the conceptual underpinnings of the issue, Mathew et al.
(2004) augment this discussion with a treatment of
quantitative applications. This perspective is also
relevant to managing risks in the emerging markets for
tradable green certiﬁcates, carbon emissions trading,
and the like.

2. Identifying energy-efﬁciency risks
It is no secret that energy savings estimates contain
uncertainties and that many factors confound
performance and produce volatility. Study after
study has shown that measured energy savings
often deviate signiﬁcantly from predictions, and
typically in unfavourable ways. In fact, sometimes
savings do not materialise at all, and savings often fail
to persist over time. Evidence for this dates back to the
early 1990s (Heerwagen and Loveland, 1991). This fact
fosters the proverbial ‘cream-skimming’ problem in
which relatively certain (but relatively shallow) energy
savings opportunities are selected in favour of more
promising but more complex and uncertain measures.
Over-emphasis on lighting efﬁciency projects is an oftencited example of this phenomenon. In a major review of
historic experience in the US ESCO (Energy Services
Company) market, 40% of projects had savings that
deviated by more than 15% from projections and in
30% of the cases predicted savings were greater than
actual (Goldman et al., 2002). The most commonly
targeted end use by ESCOs is lighting.
The issue is being brought into focus again by
deliberations over how much to discount (deﬂate)
energy savings estimates that underpin emissions-reductions projections associated with carbon trading projects. It is sobering to see that these deﬂation factors
range as high as 50% (Vine et al., 2003).
On the other hand, efﬁciency has some inherent riskmanagement benefits (e.g. as a form of protection or
‘hedge’ against price volatility) (Mills, 2002). These, too,
are rarely acknowledged or otherwise weighted into the
investment decision.
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2.1. Sources of risk, uncertainty, and volatility
We have identiﬁed 10 ‘zones’ in which energyefﬁciency project risks may reside (Table 1). These
include the categories of economic, contextual, technology, operational, and measurement and veriﬁcation risk.
Each of these in turn has both intrinsic (controllable)
and extrinsic (uncontrollable) dimensions.
Examples of economic risks include energy-cost
volatility, tariff structures, tariff levels, and labour
costs. Examples of contextual risks include the quality
and completeness of information on the facility, and
environmental conditions (e.g. weather patterns, energy
service levels, and changes in occupancy). Examples of
technology risk include equipment performance and
lifetime. Examples of operational risks include degradation of energy savings over time due to occupant
‘takeback’ (Haas et al., 1998),2 poor maintenance,
changes in baselines due to shifting operating hours,
loads, etc. Risks related to the measurement and
veriﬁcation of savings range from simulation and
metering accuracy to measurement bias.
Among the many sources of risk is over- or underestimation of savings during design. In the case of
buildings, for example, engineers must rely heavily on
software tools that approximate the energy-use proﬁle
and calculate the savings from applying efﬁcient
technologies. These tools can yield widely different
results even under highly controlled comparison conditions, for example –20–+100% of the actual bill for the
example shown in Fig. 2. Reasons for such wide
deviations include modelling error, incorrect assumptions on technical aspects, and unanticipated or
unmodeled effects of consumer behaviour.
As discussed elsewhere, energy-efﬁcient technologies
also have physical risk dimensions of relevance to
property loss, liability, business interruption, and life/
health (Mills, 1996; Vine et al., 1999; Mills, 2003a). This
is yet another area of risk analysis that has received
minimal attention by the energy management and policy
communities.
The identiﬁcation and allocation of risks to various
parties is clearly an essential component of risk management. A simpliﬁed example is the ‘Risk/Responsibility
Matrix’ utilised by the US Federal Energy Management
Program to help government project managers identify
and assign risks of projects involving ESCOs (FEMP
2001).3

2
A more signiﬁcant issue for residential than for non-residential
facilities.
3
See
http://www.eren.doe.gov/femp/ﬁnancing/espc/documents/
risk_responsibility_matrix.doc.
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Table 1
Matrix of risks associated with energy-efﬁciency projects

3. Quantifying energy-efﬁciency risks
There are various ways to describe and analyse risk.
As discussed above, some risks are controllable (intrinsic), and others are not (extrinsic). While it is beyond
the scope of this paper to describe all the various risk
analysis techniques that might be used for analysing
energy-efﬁciency projects, we provide two illustrative
examples: the ﬁrst example involves a simple indicator
viz. coefﬁcient of variation; while the second one
involves the use of Monte-Carlo simulation.
3.1. Coefficient of variation
Rickard et al. (1998) provided an early application of
coefﬁcient-of-variation (CV) analysis in the energy-

efﬁciency arena. The CV provides a way of comparing
uncertainties for a variety of otherwise dissimilar
physical processes or data sets. The normalisation is
accomplished by dividing the standard deviation of a
distribution of possible outcomes by the average. Thus,
efﬁciency measures (together or apart from other
investment options) having different averages and/or
degrees of uncertainty can be meaningfully compared.
With a smaller CV there is less the uncertainty and risk
(Fig. 3). Those evaluating and comparing investment
options might plot the CVs for competing investment
opportunities against the projected returns.
Using this method, Rickard et al. examined a number
of energy-efﬁcient ENERGY STAR-labelled commercial
buildings and plotted their CVs and returns against
those of non-energy investment opportunities. Although
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Fig. 2. Deviation of predicted energy costs from actual for a collection of energy-analysis software tools. Example is for residential buildings,
presumably more certain than predictions for non-residential buildings (Mills, 2004).

Fig. 3. Use of the ‘CV’ to evaluate relative uncertainties.

the study made a number of signiﬁcant simplifying
assumptions, and excluded a number of risk factors, it
provided a valuable visualisation indicating that energy
efﬁciency can be compared against dissimilar investment
alternatives (Fig. 4). It also found a 7% chance of

negative IRR, which evidences how real-world ﬁnancial
performance analyses can identify the circumstances
under which a prospective investment would not be
proﬁtable and provide a sense of the likelihood of such
an outcome.
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Risk-Return Relationships of ENERGY STAR
Buildings vs. Other Types of Investments
25
ENERGY STAR Buildings

Average return (%)

20
Latin American stock composite

15
Long-term government bonds

NYSE composite
S&P 500 composite

10
S&P high technology composite
Short-term municipal bonds

5

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Risk (Coefficient of variation)

Fig. 4. Estimate of the risk-return relationship for ENERGY STAR-labelled buildings versus other types of investments.

3.2. Monte-Carlo simulation

4
For example, the LBNL residential electric water heater life-cycle
cost model involves approximately 120 input distributions in ﬁve
sequential analysis modules (McMahon and Liu, 2000).

Probability Density

In practice, an assessment of uncertainties has to
examine and weigh a multiplicity of factors. In the public
sector Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory has
developed a number of new methods for using uncertainty analysis to support policy decision-making. By
using Monte-Carlo analysis techniques, the uncertainties
of multiple variables4 are being integrated into a uniﬁed
economic assessment method, which is now the basis for
evaluating proposed energy mandatory efﬁciency standards in the United States (McMahon and Liu, 2000;
Lutz et al., 2000). Under this approach, the probabilistic
characteristics of each risk component are isolated to
identify uncertainties and appropriate risk management
activities and priorities. As an illustration of the inputs to
such analyses, Fig. 5 shows a frequency distribution of
lighting usage hours. Note that the potential variability of
lighting operation is naturally bounded between zero and
8760 h per year. Ballast purchase prices (Fig. 6) are
similarly isolated and statistically evaluated. Here the
upper bound of cost reﬂects historic pricing, not a
physical absolute. The ‘importance analysis’ ﬂowing from
these and other data sets actually ranks the impact of
diverse variables on the ultimate ﬁnancial performance
(e.g. cost effectiveness) of a particular energy-efﬁciency
strategy, as shown in Fig. 7 for the case of energy-efﬁcient
electronic lighting ballasts.
While the purpose of this particular analysis is to
inform policymakers on issues such as equity impacts of
equipment standards at a national scale, it is readily
transferable to a project or portfolio scale. The analysis

Fluorescent Lighting Hours

0

2500

5000

7500

10000

Lighting Hours (Hours/year)
Fig. 5. Probability distribution of annual ﬂuorescent lighting hours
(source: LBNL, Energy Efﬁciency Standards Group).

also shows that taking a probabilistic view reveals that
for certain conditions a proposed investment may not be
cost effective at all. Fig. 8 shows an integrated example
of the distribution of possible life-cycle costs for
electronic lighting ballasts.
In the private sector, some of the authors developed a
similar framework for analysing the risk in a $300 M
energy-efﬁciency portfolio. Investments in client facilities were evaluated based on their expected values and a
probability distribution of the savings for a given project
type results in a ‘curve’, which we discuss further in
Section 4.
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Hedging Benefit of Utility Efficiency
Improvements

18%

16.9%

16.3%

Baseline

16%

Efficiency

Year-5 Return on Equity (%)

14%
12.3%

12%

12.7%
11.1%

10%
financing
cost

8%
6%

4.2%

4%
2%
Fig. 6. Variability in US ballast prices (source: LBNL, Energy
Efﬁciency Standards Group). (Baseline case [left] and efﬁciency case
[right].)
0.5

Rank Order Correlation

Cathode Cutout vs. Magnetic
Electronic Rapid Start vs. Magnetic

0%
3% Annual Utility
Price Escalation
(baseline)

6% Annual Utility
Price Escalation

20% Shock in
Year-5

Fig. 9. Reducing energy demand lowers the inﬂuence of energy bills on
real-estate proﬁtability (Mills, 2002).

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0
Electricity Lifetime of Annual
price

ballast

lighting
hours

Incremental Lamp list Electrician
ballast price

price

Time to

Time to Helper labor

labor rate change lamp change
ballast

rate

Input Distributions to Total Change in LCC

Fig. 7. Ranked ‘importance analysis’ of factors inﬂuencing cost
effectiveness of ballast efﬁciency improvements (source: LBNL, Energy
Efﬁciency Standards Group). (Cathode cutout case [left] and electronic
case [right].)

Finally, it is important to note that risk assessment
techniques must be tailored for the particular audience
in question, speciﬁcally by linking risks to the key
decision parameters of the investor. Real estate investors—one key constituency—provide a case in point.
This community utilises particular indicators of ﬁnancial performance (value) such as ‘net operating income’
and ‘return on equity’ (cash-on-cash return) (Harvard
Business School, 1995). For the real estate investor,
showing the sensitivity of returns to energy price
volatility can be a powerful way of establishing the
value of energy efﬁciency. Fig. 9 illustrates that energy
efﬁciency not only improves the return on assets for a
given energy price, but also provides a hedge against
erosion of those returns in the face of price spikes. This
result emerges because the overall weight of energy costs
in the income/expense equation is lower if the property
is energy efﬁcient. The key factor here is that the ﬁgure
of merit is not the performance of the energy-efﬁciency
measure(s) in isolation, but their impact on broader
areas of concern of the investor. In this way, energyrelated risks can be quantitatively linked to other
business risks, and the beneﬁts of energy efﬁciency
quantiﬁed in non-energy terms.

4. Managing energy-efﬁciency risks
Fig. 8. Distribution of possible life-cycle costs for electronic ballasts.
Variables included: lighting hours, ballast life, ballast price, electricity
price, labour, and labour costs (source: LBNL, Energy Efﬁciency
Standards Group).

Fortunately, there are a variety of techniques for
managing the risks outlined in Table 1. These range
from technical approaches to quantifying and measuring
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Variation in Weather-Normalized Energy
Savings in 24 Public Housing Projects,
versus Portfolio
60%

Energy savings after retrofit (%)

50%
40%
30%

Portfolio
Average

20%
10%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

6

-10%
-20%
Post-Retrofit Year

Fig. 10. Aggregation of projects largely offsets volatility caused by
uncertain persistence of savings (source: data from Ritschard and
McAllister, 1992).

savings to ﬁnancial and contractual strategies that
identify and explicitly allocate risks to various parties.
Risk can also be managed and spread by assembling
portfolios of projects, as opposed to single projects
where there are no gains to offset a potential loss. As
seen in Fig. 10a, weather-normalised energy savings
from 24 public housing retroﬁt projects in the United
States show a wide range of savings, and variability in
savings over time. By viewing these projects from a
portfolio perspective, however, the volatility is dampened considerably. In the case shown, a range of energy
savings from –12% to +52% among individual projects
is reduced signiﬁcantly, to a range of +16 to +25% for
the portfolio.
Technical approaches to risk management range from
building performance diagnostics and commissioning
and other quality assurance measures, to specialised
operations and maintenance programs, to measurement
and veriﬁcation programs based on the public domain
guidelines, such as the International Performance
Measurement and Veriﬁcation Protocols (IPMVP,
2001).
In contrast to the aforementioned engineering techniques, hedges and insurance products offer ﬁnancial
means of managing risk. Among the latter is energy
savings insurance (ESI), in which an insurance contract
is put in place to guaranty that payments are made in

the event that energy savings are under-achieved (Mills,
2003b). ESI is appreciated by project lenders and can
result in lower ﬁnancing costs. The contracts are often
written such that claims are used to meet the debt service
otherwise secured by the energy savings stream.
Although a number of insurers offer ESI, the product
is in its infancy. Unfortunately, ESI is at present a mix
of art and science. While ESI providers use considerable
engineering due diligence, they have yet to develop truly
actuarial approaches to screening and ‘underwriting’
potential projects, which has signiﬁcantly limited the
growth of this product line. Energy savings insurers
routinely focus on engineering risks, and thus exclude
losses arising from extrinsic risks such as energy price
ﬂuctuations or occupant behaviour. Baselines are also
adjusted to account for changes in facility schedule,
output, or other proxies of changes in energy services
provided.
4.1. Actuarial pricing: an example of portfolio-based risk
management
Enron’s experience with actuarial pricing of energyefﬁciency projects is a signiﬁcant example of the
application portfolio-based risk management, and merits a brief description here (for a more complete
discussion, see Mathew et al., 2004). While the merits
of this strategy may have been masked by the larger
failure of the company, it nonetheless illustrates the
value and opportunity for risk management services in
the energy-efﬁciency business. Given that the conventional approach to pricing energy-efﬁciency projects (via
detailed site audits) took too long, Enron sought to price
energy-efﬁciency projects much like insurance policies—
where a policy can be priced based on a few standard
questions. Insurance companies rely on actuarial tables
to develop a risk proﬁle for a customer based on their
characteristics, with on-site inspections limited to larger
and more complex customers. Similarly, Enron sought
to price the overall value of energy savings projects in a
customer portfolio using pertinent customer site characteristics, without doing detailed engineering audits on
individual sites. In order to accomplish this, an actuarial
database of energy-efﬁciency project data were developed, wherein project costs, savings, schedule data were
stored in a standardised format to facilitate actuarial
analysis.
Fig. 11 illustrates an energy conservation measure
(ECM) savings curve developed from the actuarial
database. This particular curve describes the annual
electrical savings from using setback controls for rooftop packaged HVAC units in ofﬁce buildings, expressed
in annual kWh savings per ton of cooling capacity. The
curve is further speciﬁc to a particular region (Northeast
US) and equipment age (more than 5 years). This curve
is essentially a histogram of the savings from similar
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Executable Curve
Facility Type:
System:
ECM Group:
ECM:
Metric:
Customer:

Office (c2)
Packaged Units (3)
Controls (g32)
Night Setback (321)
∆kWh/ton (kWh saved/ton)
N/A

Key Drivers
Location
Unit Age

Northeast
> 5 yrs

Not Valid for Pricing Without Signoffs
Curve ID: c2-321-DkWh-ton-1
Release Date:
Valid Until:
IAMF Signoff:
EAM Desk Signoff:
Curve Summary
875.27
Mean
100.16
Std Dev
40
Score
15%
Trans %ile
Trans val.
764.16

Criteria

Curve Percentiles
%ile
value

100%

20%

Cumulative percentile

90%

Probability

15%

10%

5%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

964

1014

931

901

870

845

821

782

742

662

0%

0%
600

700

∆kWh/ton

800

900

1000

∆kWh/ton

Release Notes:
1. This curve has a VAR limit, maintained by EAM desk

1100

1200

0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
35%
40%
45%
50%
55%
60%
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%
90%
95%
100%

662.05
711.50
741.96
764.16
782.19
802.46
820.97
833.77
845.24
857.41
870.20
885.28
900.79
916.12
930.97
949.85
964.36
987.57
1,013.78
1,041.09
1,098.68

Fig. 11. Sample ECM savings curve generated from actuarial database (Mathew et al., 2004).

projects recorded in the database—including both
predicted and measured savings. This curve can therefore be used to estimate the savings from prospective
setback controls projects, with just two parameters—
location and equipment age—which can be obtained
without site audits. While the uncertainty for a given site
may be high, the risks can be diversiﬁed across a
portfolio of projects.
The actuarial pricing approach was most commonly
used for lighting retroﬁts, upgrades to packaged HVAC
unit replacements, and certain compressed-air system
measures. In a few cases, pricing was done exclusively
using an actuarial approach. In fact, plans were underway to develop standard products that could be sold
with a ‘low-touch, high-volume’ sales process.
For example, a product for the hospitality industry
would have bundled two guest room energy conservation measures—occupancy sensors and CFL replacements—and priced them exclusively from the savings
curves, using a limited amount of easily obtained
site data, such as number of rooms, location, and
occupancy rates. As a portfolio risk management
strategy, actuarial pricing is well suited for large
portfolios of homogenous facilities such as retail outlets
and hotels, where it has the potential to dramatically

reduce transaction costs and increase the scale of energy
services delivered.

5. Emerging business models to turn volatility into value
In an applied example of how the perspectives
described above can be integrated into market-based
transactions, Teton Energy Partners has initiated a new
proprietary business method that utilises this framework
(and assumes that Industry standardisation will eventually take place): applying Real Option Theory in order
to monetise the future volatilities surrounding energy
savings projects for the beneﬁt of the end-user. Energy
Performance Contractors will compete for the exclusive
right (hard option) to identify and install those energy
projects that met the end-user’s threshold internal rate
of return (IRR).
The value of this Option will increase or decrease, as
follows:




The larger the amount of the total installed cost, the
more valuable the Option.
The larger the allowable performance contractor’s
gross margin, the more valuable the Option.
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The longer the Option period, the more valuable the
Option.
The higher the minimum IRR threshold, the less
valuable the Option.
The fewer downside project extrinsic volatilities, the
more valuable the Option.
The higher the project intrinsic upside volatilities, the
more valuable the Option.

In summary, this Option will always have some value,
unless the conﬁdence level that the stipulated minimum
IRR can be achieved diminishes to the point that it
becomes worthless.
As previously stated, when more data become
available for different types of end-users, it is very
possible that an insurance-like actuarial approach can
be utilised to make the above-referenced probability and
variance determinations.
One can envision a time when the energy performance
contracting industry potentially enters into a ‘virtuous
cycle’: Higher IRRs will be achieved, allowing a much
greater number of projects to be implemented, leading
to fungible energy projects, which can be monetised, in
turn ‘priming the pump’ for a greater number of projects
to be installed, and so on.
Eventually, a logical step will be the creation of an
‘Energy Performance Contracting Standards Board,’
ensuring that the highest professional standards are
maintained, and further institutionalising the energy
savings performance contracting process. Similarly in
the case of carbon emissions trading, analysts have
suggested the need for international consensus rules on
how to value and credit investments in emissions
reductions (Vine et al., 2003).

6. Conclusion
Quantitative risk analysis is essential to correctly
value energy-efﬁciency projects in the context of
investment decision-making. Techniques to identify,
quantify and manage risk are well-established in the
ﬁnancial community—and many of these can be
effectively applied to energy-efﬁciency, as shown in this
article. While we have focused on applying this thinking
in the buildings sector, the underlying perspective has
applications in virtually any energy use context,
particularly where decision makers oversee a large stock
of energy-using equipment. Additional work should be
conducted to identify and model risk-return issues in the
industrial and transport sectors, and extensions to other
resource management arenas should also be explored.
A risk management view of energy-efﬁciency essentially provides a shared framework and language for the
physical and ﬁnancial realms, making it more accessible
to ﬁnancial markets and decision-makers. Furthermore,

it affords new opportunities for a whole range of
ﬁnancial risk management products such as energy
savings insurance or real options and derivatives for
energy efﬁciency.
There is also a timely coincidence of need for risk
management, and risk managers looking for new
services to offer to upper management (Richter Quinn,
2002). In the wake of the corporate accounting crisis,
ﬁrms are scrambling to develop more sophistication in
accounting and risk management. Energy accounting
will thus be expected to involve more rigour than has
been the case in the past. The future energy manager will
have a far broader scope than at present, and will
increasingly be looked on to work with risk managers in
addressing ﬁnancial volatility associated with energy
savings and energy asset management. They will ﬁnd
themselves less marginalised and a more integral part of
decision-making.
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